RELEASE NOTES
Milan Endpoint 1.4.1 Firmware

DEPLOYMENT
The network connectivity of Milan Endpoint (MEP) equipped loudspeakers enables in-field updates of loudspeaker's firmware. Meyer Sound’s Nebra software facilitates MEP firmware updates. When a computer running Nebra software is connected to the Internet, the available device firmware updates are automatically downloaded. Connect the Nebra computer and loudspeaker(s) to the same Ethernet network and select Upload Firmware from the contextual menu in Nebra to update the firmware of a MEP equipped loudspeaker.

UPDATES
This update only affects the 2100-LFC model, and reflects the findings of continued field testing and user feedback, slightly modifying how the True-Power Limiter (TPL) responds to high-level input signals. When the TPL limiter is not engaged, there is no change to the loudspeaker's performance.

KNOWN ISSUES
When the 2100-LFC firmware is updated, a large number of errors will be reported by Nebra software, which can be ignored as they are normal and expected. After a short period of time, the errors resolve. These errors are related to the MEP rebooting and re-establishing network connections. A future version of this firmware and/or Nebra software will suppress these errors.